Theorem 2 was discovered by J. Lindenstrauss and H. P. Rosenthal [unpublished] , both of whom apparently use an idea from [3] . Our argument uses w*-basic sequences and RosenthaPs proof of Theorem 2 in the case where X/Y has a reflexive, infinite dimensional quotient (cf. [12] ).
The final result of the paper is that every subspace of a separable conjugate space admits a weak*-closed quasi-complement which is spanned by a boundedly complete w*-basic sequence.
The notation and terminology agree with [6] . In particular, subspaces and quotients are assumed to be infinite dimensional and complete. For AciX,A L is the annihilator of A in X*, while for BaX*, B τ is the annihilator of B in X and B is the weak*-closure of B in X\ [6] : A sequence (y n ) c X* is called w*-basic provided that there exists (x n ) c X biorthogonal to (y n ) and, for each y in the weak*-elosure [#J of the closed linear span [y n ] of (y n ), y = w*-\im n Σ? Σ?=i In [6] it was proved that, when X is separable, if (y n ) c X*, 2/» > 0> but liminf ||y Λ || > 0, then (y n ) contains a w*-basic subsequence. Let us note that the same result is true when X admits a weakly compact fundamental set Indeed, in this case there exists by [1] a norm one projection P on X with PX separable and (y n ) c P*X*. P*X* is isometric to (PX)* and the relative weak* topology on P*X* from X* agrees with the weak* topology on P*X* considered as the conjugate of PX. Therefore, the above mentioned result from [6] applies to show that (y n ) has a w*-basie subsequence.
First we prove the extension of James' theorem: THEOREM Proof. Pick positive numbers (a n ) less than 1 so that a ι + α L α 2 + a x a 2 a 3 + < oo. Let p be a bijection of N x N onto N (N is the set of natural numbers) so that for each n and j, p(n, j) ^ j.
To prove (a), we use the fact that Y + Z is not closed to select unit vectors (y n ) in Y with d(y n , Z) = inf {\\y n + z\\: z e Z) -> 0. Since 7Π^= {0}, 0 is the only possible weak cluster point of (y n ), and hence either y n > 0 or the weak closure of (y n ) is not weakly compact. Thus, by either [2] or [11], (y n ) has a basic subsequence, which we also denote by (y n ).
Let (yS) be a bounded sequence of functional in Γ* biorthogonal to (y n ). Since Y admits a weakly compact fundamental set, the unit ball of F* is weak* sequentially compact (cf. [1] ), so we may assume, by passing to a subsequence, that yt > y*. (y* -y*) converges w* to 0 and is bounded away from zero, so it has a w*-basic subsequence. Thus by passing to a subsequence of (y n , yt -y*), we have that there exists a biorthogonal sequence (x n ,xt) in Y with ||a? H || = 1, (||a£||) bounded, d(x n , Z) ^ n^a.a^ a n , (x n ) is basic, and (xt) is w*-basic. 
Since j is arbitrary, this completes the proof of (a). X + Z) ^ 0* + I)"" 1 for arbitrary j.
Next we prove the result of Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since X/Y has a separable quotient, there exists a biorthogonal sequence (x n ,xZ) in X with (#£) c Y 1 , (x*) w*-basic, and normalized so that ||α? n || -1. Since Y* is w*-separable, a biorthogonalization argument (cf., e.g., [8] or [7] ) shows that there exists a biorthogonal sequence (y n , yZ) for Y with (yZ) c X*, Y" Π {yZY = {0}, and normalized so that ||#ί|| -1.
Define T: X-+X by Tx = Σ~=i 2-Vί(«)»«. Then || Γ|| ^ 1/2, so 1+ Γ is an isomorphism. Hence (I + T)* is a weak*-isomorphism on X*, whence {xt + T*£j) is a w*-basic sequence w*-equivalent to (#*). Proof. Mackey [8] showed that Y has a quasi-complement, say, W. Let (w nf wi) be a biorthogonal sequence in W with |[w n || = 1 and [w n ] = TΓ (cf. [9] ). By Theorem III. 2 of [6] , there exists a biorthogonal sequence (x n9 xt) in X with (x*) c Y, (x*) boundedly complete and iί;*-basic, normalized so that \\x n \\ = 1.
Define T:X-+Xby Γa? = Σ^iZ"*" 1^^)^.
Then || Γ|| ^ 1/2, so J+ T is an isomorphism and hence (I + ϊ 7 )* is a weak*-isomorphism. One checks that T*#ί = 2~n~1w n , so that (x* + 2r n~ι w n ) is a w*-basic sequence w*-equivalent to (x*). Letting Z = [#* + 2"-w '~1w Λ ], we have by Proposition 1 of [6] that Z is weak*-closed.
Certainly Z+ Yz)(w n ), soZ+Y^Y+W and thus is dense. Suppose that zeZ ίΊ F. Then z -Σ?=i # n(#? + 2~w~1w w ) for some scalars (α n ) because (x* + 2~~? ι -1 w ίl ) is basic. Hence also Σ»=i α^ί converges, whence z -Σ; =1 a n xt = Σ?=i a«2"' n '" 1 w n is again in F. Certainly ΣΓ=i 0ί n 2r %~γ w n is also in TF so that Σ?=i α: Λ 2-Λ -1 ίί; n = 0. Thus α: Λ 2-ft -1 = :(Σm = i^2-w -%J -0, so that z = 0.
REMARK. Separability of X* in Theorem 3 is essential to get that Z is weak*-closed. Indeed, regard m = If.
Rosenthal [12] showed that c 0 is quasi-complemented in m. However, if Z is a quasicomplement for c 0 in m, then Z cannot be weak*-closed. For if Z were w*-closed, then m/Z would be isomorphic to {Z τ Y But mjZ is separable, hence reflexive (cf. [4] ). Thus Z τ would be a reflexive subspace of l 19 a contradiction (cf., e.g., [10] 
